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2ND EXPERT FORUM FOR PRODUCERS AND USERS 
OF DISASTER-RELATED STATISTICS 

LEBANON, 6-8 SEPTEMBER 2022 

 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman for giving me the floor. At the outset, I 
would like to extend our thanks to ESCWA and the co-chairs of the 
IAEG on Disaster Related Statistics – ESCAP and UNDRR – for 
having invited SESRIC to this important forum. As we are limited 
with only 3 minutes, let me wisely use this precious time to quickly 
brief you all about our work related to disaster-related statistics. 

The OIC-2025 Programme of Action – the second phase of the OIC 
Ten Year Programme of Action initiated in 2005 – which has been 
adopted in April 2016 on the basis of the vision and principles as 
enshrined in the OIC’s Charter, clearly underlines the 
considerable increase in the frequency of natural disasters 
associated with devastating outcomes, namely deaths or 
displacement of many, especially the poor, and the unfavourable 
impacts on the socio-economic development of the OIC countries. 

In this connection, OIC-2025 calls for enhancing the capacities (of 
for disaster risk reduction and climate change mitigation and 
adaptation. 

To achieve this goal, the high-quality disaster statistics is a must. 
We, statisticians, always stress the term “high-quality statistics” 
because we know that every single resource invested in increasing 
the quality of statistics produced will support the policy making 
process for managing effectively the disaster risk cycle and thus 
save countless of people. Being also a training centre, SESRIC has 
started focusing its efforts on developing capacities of the NSOs of 
OIC countries in disaster statistics so that they can play a better 
coordination role in their NSSs and produce the “high-quality” 
disaster statistics.  

Against this background, we organised on 16 June 2022 a webinar 
on the ‘Experiences of OIC Countries in Producing Disaster 
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Related Statistics’ in collaboration with UNDRR, UNSD, 
UNESCAP, and UNESCWA with the attendance of 25 participants 
from the National Statistical Offices (NSOs) of 14 OIC countries.  

The webinar covered the nexus between official statistics and 
disaster risk reduction, geospatial dimension in producing 
disaster-related statistics, and the national experiences of 
Indonesia, Jordan, and Mozambique in producing disaster related 
statistics. 

On the other hand, we host and regularly update the OICStat 
Database, the first and only international statistics repository on 
the OIC member countries. The Disasters and Emergency Events 
category of OICStat currently has 50 indicators extracted from the 
EM-DAT Database of the Centre for Research on the 
Epidemiology of Disasters. 

Besides the OICStat Database, we also host and daily update the 
COVID-19 Pandemic Database with statistics and visualized data 
on the COVID-19 pandemic and vaccinations in the OIC countries.  

The data hosted in these two SESRIC databases are data sources 
for our statistical publications as well, namely the OIC Statistical 
Yearbook, OIC SWOT Outlook, and OIC Statistical Outlook 
which have covered occurrence of disasters in our member 
countries from a statistical perspective. 

Finally, I would like to stress that coordination among the 
international, regional and national institutions is very critical in 
the production of high-quality disaster related statistics.  

We would like to reiterate our readiness for cooperation and 
collaboration with other regional and international institutions in 
order to close the data gaps related to disaster statistics in our 
mutual member countries. 

 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 


